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Abstract: In 1960, Felix Smith published a seminal paper entitled "Lifetime Matrix in Collision Theory"
that expressed time delays experienced by particles interacting with a potential well (Lifetime in
Collision Theory, Phys Rev, vol. 118, no. 1, 1960). Starting from the Schrodinger equation, Smith
showed that these time delays can be expressed as the diagonal of the product of the system's
scattering matrix and its frequency derivative, a quantity known today as the Wigner-Smith (WS) time
delay matrix. While the correspondence between the Schrodinger and Helmholtz equations has been
used to compute WS time delay matrices for 2D electromagnetic cavities, Smith's theory never has
been formally extended to the Maxwell case. Here, we develop a WS formalism for electromagnetic
fields and establish relationships between time delay and scattering matrices for closed geometries
(waveguide networks with potentially non-TEM terminations), open structures (scatterers), and mixed
systems (antennas). For each of the above, we show that the time delay matrix can be computed as
the volume integral of properly renormalized electric or magnetic fields, and use time delay matrices
to express frequency derivatives of impedance matrices. For open systems, we establish
relationships between the eigenmodes of the time delay matrices and characteristic modes, and
develop schemes to compute time delay matrix elements from surface currents. Finally, we leverage
WS time delay matrices to categorize scattering phenomena involving multiscale structures
comprising both smooth and rough surfaces, as well as quasi-resonant cavities.
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